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あらまし 運転者のブレーキ操作や発話内容から，運転中の危険な状況を検出する手法について検討した．

ブレーキに基づく検出では，ペダル踏力とその時間変化の 2次元ヒストグラムを用いて，通常と分布が異

なる箇所を検出した．発話に基づく検出では，危険な状況で発すると考えられる単語を音声の書き起こし

テキストから検出した．CIAIR対話音声・運転行動信号コーパスのうち，人間と対話中のテータ 438名分

に対して，人手でビデオ映像と運転行動信号を確認しながら危険なシーンのラベル付けを行った結果，計

25箇所の危険なシーンが見つかった．これらのうち，ブレーキ信号，あるいは発話内容に何らかの異常を

伴うシーンがそれぞれ 17箇所，11箇所存在した．ブレーキ，発話それぞれに基づいて検出を行った結果，

80%の正解シーンを検出するために必要な誤検出数はブレーキで 473シーン，発話で 33シーンであった．

また，Wozシステム，音声対話システムの対話中のデータについても同様の実験を行った．
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Abstract We introduce a method for automatically detecting potentially dangerous situations in motor

vehicle traffic using driving behavior signals. Our proposed approach focuses on changes in a driver’s

behavior, which we detect through brake pedal operation as well as driver speech. Experiments were

performed using a large multimedia driving database obtained from the CIAIR project at Nagoya Uni-

versity. We analyzed data from 438 drivers who interacted verbally with a human operator. In eleven

of the 25 situations we hand labeled as potentially hazardous, drivers uttered expletive words to express

negative feelings. In 17, sudden and intense compression of the brake pedal was observed. For the de-

tection of 80% of these 17 scenes, the proposed method based on 2D-histograms of brake pressure and

its dynamics also detected 473 false positives. As for the other eleven scenes, using our lexicographical

speech feature-based method, a detection rate of 80% was achieved for 33 false alarms. We also present

an analysis of data recorded while drivers interacted with a machine and a Wizard of Oz system.

1. Introduction

In recent years the concept of Intelligent Transporta-

tion Systems (ITS) has been a growing research area

within the automotive industry. Various types of active

safety systems, which aim at safer and more efficient

transport, have been developed and evaluated mainly

with computer-aided car crash simulations [1] [2]. ITS

research has shown that most accidents are partly due

to human factors [3]. Apparently, there is often a mis-
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match between the driver’s skills and the complexity of

potentially dangerous situations in traffic. This illus-

trates that there is a clear need to better understand

patterns of information concerning driver reactions in

hazardous circumstances. Such patterns have yet to be

fully identified and exploited in order to develop more

effective safety systems and intelligent interfaces. To

gain insight into driver behaviors, we investigated two

possible reactions during a hazardous situation, namely

the sudden and intense compression of the brake pedal

and use of specific words to express feelings about traf-

fic situations.

Automatic incident detection is one of the major

challenges in urban free-way operations. Previous pub-

lished works have focused mainly on car crash detec-

tion systems, which do not take into account driving

behavior signals [4]. To boost performance and relia-

bility, such signals could be added to current safety

systems, which currently rely only on a vehicle’s status

or position.

Studies into and the modeling of driving signals such

as gas and brake pedal operation, velocity, and follow-

ing distance play an increasingly important role in de-

veloping intelligent interactive vehicles. Driving signals

have been applied to a wide range of fields. Driver indi-

viduality modeling and driver identification with Gaus-

sian Mixture Models (GMM) was proposed in [5] and

with Neural Networks in [6]. [7] presents results on a

drowsy and drunken driving condition detector based

on eye movements. Predictions on a vehicle’s future

state [8] and the cognitive modeling of drivers [9] have

also been studied. These studies discovered new knowl-

edge about driving signals and successfully proposed

new paradigms and applications.

Many brake assistant systems [10] have been pro-

posed to provide security in hazardous situations in

which drivers fail to press the pedal [3]. However, slam-

ming on the brakes and sharply turning the steering

wheel are two very intuitive reactions in a dangerous

traffic situation. It is natural then to focus on the sud-

den and intense compression of the brake pedal or the

sharp turning of the steering wheel when trying to de-

tect potentially dangerous situations in motor vehicle

traffic. In this study, we use pressure on the brake

pedal and its dynamics as detector inputs. When driv-

ing on a highway, suddenly pressing the brake pedal is

an unsafe practice. Uttering certain words and non-

verbal sounds to express negative feelings is a common

reaction in dangerous traffic situations. In our method,

a lexical search of driver speech transcriptions was de-

signed to detect these types of verbal reactions.

We performed the experiments using the pre-

recorded multimodal driving data of more than 430

drivers taken from the Centre for Integrated Acoustic

Information Research (CIAIR) [11] project. For this

database, drivers were asked to perform speech tasks

while driving, and the control signals (driving), video

footage, the vehicle location and speech were recorded

Table 1 Specifications of the database

Partner Human WOz Machine

Recorded speech [h] 37.29 37.92 32.23

Driver/Partner breakdown

[%]
40/60 39/61 21/79

Vocabulary size [words] 5,001 3,216 1,839

Mean pressure on the

brake pedal [N]
19.60 19.14 19.34

Mean velocity [km/h] 22.97 23.39 22.83

synchronously.

In the following sections, a brief introduction of the

database and driving signals is given, followed by a defi-

nition of typically dangerous situations and their label-

ing. We then offer descriptions of the driving signals-

based and speech-based detection methods. Finally,

we present the experimental results and discussion.

2. Database and Preparation

2. 1 CIAIR Database

The driving data used in this work was obtained from

the In-car Signal Corpus hosted by the CIAIR [11].

Multimodal information was collected in a vehicle un-

der both driving and idling conditions. The database

is composed of images and control (driving) and lo-

cation signals that were recorded synchronously with

speech. Drivers were asked to interact with three differ-

ent dialogue systems while driving (a human operator,

a machine, and a Wizard of Oz dialogue system) and

perform simple speech tasks such as asking informa-

tion about weather or restaurant locations. Currently,

800 subjects have been involved in the data collection,

with a total recording time of over 600 hours.

In this research, only brake pedal pressure and

recorded speech utterances were used. The control

signals and velocity were both recorded at 1 kHz (16

bits), and further low-pass filtered and down-sampled

to 100 Hz. A brief description of the parts of the CIAIR

database we used is shown in Table 1.

2. 2 Labeling and Data Preparation

Judging if a given traffic situation is dangerous is

quite subjective. In many cases, if no collision oc-

curs, this task becomes particularly tough. Neverthe-

less, when the following behaviors are observed while

driving, it is more likely that something hazardous has

occurred:

• ”Sudden and strong use” of the brake pedal

• ”Sharply turning” of the steering wheel

• Expletive words

• Repetition of expletive words

• Anxious facial expressions

Taking the above items as key elements, all potentially

dangerous situations in the database were hand-labeled

and categorized. In this research, we focused on the

sudden and strong braking as well as expletive words

and their repetition.

The 45 dangerous scenes that already existed in the

database were labeled in the following way: the start
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Table 2 Number of hand-labeled potentially dangerous

scenes.

Partner Human WOz Machine

Hand-labeled potentially dan-

gerous situations
25 12 8

Scenes where sudden and

strong use of the brake pedal

was observed

17 12 8

Scenes where the use of ex-

pletive words was observed
11 7 2

None of the above behaviors

was observed 5 0 0

point was the initial change in driver behavior, de-

tected subjectively by watching the video or analyzing

the pedal and steering signals. The end point was set

when the ”normal” condition, observed before the start

point, returned. We included a margin of 1s before the

start point and after the end point of each hand-labeled

potentially hazardous situation.

Labeling a scene as potentially hazardous does not

necessarily guarantee that at that moment the driver

was feeling dangerous. To avoid trying to detect haz-

ardous scenes which we could not make sure the driver

was aware of, we searched within the labeling results

for scenes where neither the use of brake pedal nor a

verbal reaction from the driver was observed.

In some situations drivers only reacted verbally. For

example, in one of our hand-labeled scenes the driver

was stopped at a red light and in-car equipment dis-

tracted him from realizing both the traffic light change

and other vehicles coming up fast. His only reaction

was verbal. Scenes where changes in driving behavior

were only detected through brake pedal operation were

also identified among the hand-labeled potentially dan-

gerous situations. Table 2 shows the breakdown of the

labeling results. In five scenes, no reaction from drivers

was observed. In all of them, drivers seemed not to be

aware or caring about the potentially hazardous con-

dition.

Only scenes where the use of brake pedal was ob-

served were taken into account for the driving signals-

based method. On the other hand, only scenes where

a verbal reaction was observed were taken into account

for the speech-based detection method.

3. Proposed Method

3. 1 Driving Signal-Based Detection

A key to detecting potentially dangerous maneuvers

is to evaluate the dynamic behavior of driving signals.

One of the most common forms of this kind of measure-

ment is the estimation of linear regression coefficients,

which are calculated in the following way for a signal

x(n) with a window of length 2K:

Δx(n) =

∑K

k=−K
kx(n + k)

∑K

k=−K
k2

. (1)

In our calculations, we used a window shift of 10ms

and length 2K of 800ms. In addition, we performed

frame analysis of a brake pedal pressure signal and its

dynamics. The same interval of time (frame) was then

analyzed for these two different signals.

Two detection approaches were proposed. In the first

one, frames of brake dynamics where the summation of

the signal’s interval overcame a threshold barrier, de-

fined differently for each driver, received a label. A

”scene” was defined as a fixed number of consecutive

frames. If a label was attached to all frames in a scene,

it was considered potentially dangerous. If one or more

detected scenes lay completely inside the hand-labeled

limits of a dangerous situation then the detection was

considered valid. The frame analysis for this approach

was performed with a window shift of 50ms and length

of 100ms.

In the second approach, the pressure signal was used

together with its dynamics. Figure 1 shows a six-

second interval when the driver strongly used the brake

pedal. The solid and dashed lines indicate brake pedal

pressure and its dynamics, respectively. The relation-

ship between these two signals can be fully appreciated

by plotting them on a single graph, with the x-axis de-

noting the pressure and the y-axis denoting the dynam-

ics. Figure 2 shows the joint plot. Each point in this

graph represents a state of the system in time, which

changes if we travel clockwise around the curve. The

cyclic nature of the process elucidates the dynamical

behavior of these two signals.

To automatically extract features of interest, a joint

histogram of brake pedal pressure and its dynamics

was calculated for each frame, followed by clustering

performed with the LBG algorithm [12]. Two clusters

for each driver were generated in order to represent the

most common situations while driving, namely idling

and moving without using the brake pedal. We then

measured the distortion from clusters to each frame.

The role of this measurement is very important, since

frames with high distortion tend to represent uncom-

mon driving conditions. Two different distortion mea-

sures were used. For the first one, we calculated the

Euclidean distance from each frame to clusters (d1 and

d2) and adopted as a feature the smallest of them

min(d1, d2). For the second, the same two distances

were calculated but we used instead, their multiplica-

tion (d1∗d2) as feature, since it tends to be bigger when

the frame is uncorrelated with both clusters. Frames

whose distortion overcame a threshold barrier, defined

differently for each driver, were labeled as potentially

dangerous scene. Also in this approach, if one or more

detected scenes lay completely inside the hand-labeled

limits of a dangerous situation then the detection was

considered valid.

Figure 3 shows an example of joint histogram calcu-

lated for 256 bins, correspondent to the data present in

Fig. 2. Dark areas, where cycles concentrate, indicate

values of brake and its dynamics that were present in

most of time during the six seconds interval. The light

areas indicate a movement from idling to moving con-
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Fig. 1 Six-second interval of brake pedal pressure signal

(solid line) and its dynamics (dashed line).
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Fig. 2 Joint plot of brake pedal pressure and its dynam-

ics (smoothed with Bezier smoothing). The state of

this system is a point which travels clockwise around

the curve.
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Fig. 3 Joint histogram of brake pedal pressure and its dy-

namics.

dition (brake and its dynamics equal zero) and then

back again to the idling condition after a strong use

of the pedal (see Fig. 1). Remember that the process

moves clockwise.

These light areas play a fundamental role, since they

tell us how the change between conditions occurred. To

better represent the light areas as a feature, we applied

an enhancement step before the LBG clustering stage.

A normalization process, which makes the maximum

value in the histogram equals one, and the following

mapping comprise this step:

y = xα, (2)

where x is the original histogram value and y is the

mapped one, used as feature for the detection. α is

the degree of enhancement. Values close to one (max-

imum) do not considerably change after the mapping,

while low amplitude regions can be greatly enhanced,

depending on α. Experiments using the second ap-

proach were performed for different values of α (0.05,

0.1 and 0.2), histogram bins (256 and 1024) and non-

overlapping frame (length of 2s, 4s, 6s and 8s).

3. 2 Speech-Based Detection

A transcription of driver and human operator ut-

terances was manually annotated and labeled. Thirty

keywords that might be spoken in dangerous situations

were selected in advance with the help of car industry

experts and a student survey. A lexical analyzer then

labeled, as indicating a potentially dangerous scene,

the transcription files in all places where more than two

keywords were encountered within two lines, a number

we defined experimentally. In 20 of the 45 situations we

hand-labeled as being potentially hazardous, a verbal

reaction from the driver was observed. In 11 of them,

the driver was interacting with a human operator; in 7

with a Wizard of Oz system and in 2 with a machine.

The effect of automatic speech recognition errors was

ignored.

4. Experimental Results and Discus-
sion

4. 1 Driving Dignal-Based Detection Results

The best result was achieved for joint histogram-

based approach with 256 bins, 4s frames, α = 0.05

and min(d1,d2) as a distortion measure, where d1 and

d1 are the distances from the current frame to clusters

1 and 2 respectively.

Comparatively, the second approach which utilizes

only brake pressure dynamics presented a coarse re-

sult. Using data recorded while drivers interact with

a human operator, a reduction from 23,423 to 4,843 in

the total number of false positive scenes was observed.

Figure 4 shows this result as a ROC curve, obtained

by varying the threshold relative to the minimum dis-

tortion that a frame must have to be considered a dan-

gerous scene. This threshold was adjusted individually

to eliminate differences in the driving style of different

drivers. Besides, using the same best parameter con-

figuration, histogram-based detection was performed

for the Wizard of Oz (527 false positives for 80% of

detection and 1,577 for 100%) and machine (471 false

positives for 80% of detection and 951 for 100%) data.

The driving signals-based detection relied only on

the brake pedal pressure and its dynamics. Poten-

tially hazardous situations can, however, be strongly

related to vehicle speed and steering angle operation

as well. For example sharp turn of the steering wheel

and strong use of the brake pedal at high speed are

intuitively linked with dangerousness. Such extension

will be explored in future work.

4. 2 Speech-Based Detection Results

A total of 15 dangerous situations in which a verbal

reaction from the driver was observed could be detected
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Fig. 4 ROC curve for the brake pedal dynamics-based de-

tection (dashed line) and 2D-histogram-based de-

tection (solid line) using data recorded while drivers

interacted with a human partner.

(11 while drivers interacted with a human operator and

4 with a Wizard of Oz system). In all the other five

scenes that were not detected, drivers expressed their

feelings with just one keyword. By decreasing the num-

ber of keywords from 30 to 0, the ROC curve shown

in Fig. 5 was obtained. The solid line indicates the

detection using data recorded while drivers interacted

with a human operator, and the dashed while interact-

ing with a Wizard of Woz system. The number of false

positives is lower compared to Fig. 4. If we analyze

the data recorded while drivers interact with a human

operator, in the detection of nine scenes (about 80%),

only 33 false positives were present.

The curve in Fig. 5 shows the clear tendency of

drivers to utter a group of specific words while in

dangerous situations. Figure 6 shows the most com-

mon keywords divided into five groups. In Table 3 we

present examples from each of them.

The use of data fusion methods to perform a combi-

nation of speech and driving signals-based detections

is promising and might provide an effective reduction

in the number of false positives. There are many ways

of integrating these two sources of information. They

will be carefully studied in future work.

4. 3 Causes of Dangerous Situations

The causes of dangerous traffic situations in the 45

hand-labeled scenes are listed below:

• Driver negligence (sixteen situations)

• Unexpected behavior from other vehicles (six-

teen situations)

• Errors caused due to distraction (e.g. operation

of in-car equipment) (seven situations)

• Unfamiliarity with location (three situations)

• External conditions (e.g., limited vision due ob-

struction or sun-blindness) (three situations)

35% of the scenes labeled as dangerous, drivers failed

to exercise the necessary care, such as failing to make

a visual check before changing lanes. No statistical

differences in the causes of dangerous situations while

driver interacted with different partners were found.
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data recorded while drivers interacted with differ-

ent partners, a human operator and a Wizard of

Woz system.
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Fig. 6 Most common keywords divided into five groups.

Table 3 Examples of the most common keywords.

’A’ sound ’O’ sound ’E’ sound Apology The rest

あっ, あー, おい, おっ, えー, ええ,
ごめん

危ない
あらー おっと えっ 怖い
(ahh) (’o’ in old) (’e’ in get) (sorry...) (damn it)

5. Discussion

In this work, we presented and discussed a new ap-

proach for detecting potentially hazardous situations in

vehicle traffic. In our approach, driving behavior sig-

nals, namely pressure on the brake pedal and speech

utterances, were used to detect a chain of changes in

driver status and to retrieve incidents from a large

real-world driving database. Although many accident

databases relate collision incidents to a small set of

maneuvers, a hazardous situation is often due multi-

ple factors that we have yet to properly identify and

model. When we can complete such modeling, it will

be possible to evaluate the existing safety systems and

devise more intelligent ones.

In this work, two types of detection methods were

proposed. The first one was based on automatic detec-

tion of the sudden and strong use of the brake pedal.

We have shown how brake pedal pressure and its dy-

namics can be used together to reduce the number of

false alarms. In order to perform a more efficient de-

tection, we still need to discover and extract a better

feature to represent driving behavior. Vehicle veloc-
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ity and steering angle operation are promising features

and will be evaluated. Studies on driver recognition

have shown that spectral analysis using ”cepstrum” is

very useful for representing driving behaviors. We will

also consider this analysis in a future work.

Speech-based detection showed a better perfor-

mance. However, 100% of detection rate was not

achieved, since scenes where drivers uttered less than

2 keywords were not considered valid. Besides, in the

Japanese language, there is a strong tendency to use

nonverbal sounds from the ”A sound group”, which

makes the number of false positives increase drasti-

cally. These drawbacks suggest that an analysis based

not only on lexicographical speech features, but also

on acoustic correlates of expletive words might help

decreasing false positives and increasing generalization

and performance of our method. The combination of

driving signals and speech for classification will also be

explored. The fusion of different sources of informa-

tion is still an open question, but satisfactory results

are often obtained.

It also is tempting, but difficult to compare the de-

tection results for different speech task data. A careful

analysis of the trajectory where drivers traveled while

performing such tasks has to made before making any

comparisons between them. We observed, however, the

presence of specific course locations where dangerous

situations happened more frequently. Searching for

these locations is a promising application of our re-

search. These trajectory-related questions will be ana-

lyzed in future work. We also observed a tendency that

intuitively more dangerous situations need less false

positives in order to be detected when compared to

less dangerous ones, which suggests that a rank of the

hand-labeled dangerous scenes based on dangerousness

would help analyzing trends in our results.

Since dangerous scenes do not have clear boundaries

(even the taggers who hand-labeled the database were

often confused at figuring out if a scene was dangerous

or not) we also need to devise and explore a method

which deals with vague boundaries. Data sparsity is

also a significant problem in dangerous scene detec-

tion. Generating hazardous situation in practice is not

a simple task, so any detection would suffer from lack

of necessary patterns in the learning stage. However,

new data is being collected and other types of driver in-

formation, such as heart beat and eye gaze information

will soon be available.

In conclusion, there is still a lot of information to

be discovered and analyzed. A final detector would

be multimodal, taking into account all associations,

anomalies, and statistically significant structures in

driving behavior data. Knowledge from different areas

such as pattern recognition, signal processing, image

understanding, and computer vision would be gath-

ered to perform the nontrivial extraction of potentially

useful implicit information.
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